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ABSTRACT 

Presently used surveying sensors in directional drilling processes include accelerometers 

and magnetometers. The magnetometers are negatively affected by external magnetic 

interferences and therefore, expensive and lengthy protective nonmagnetic collars need to 

be installed. Fiber optic gyroscopes (FOGs) in an inertial navigation setup have been 

proposed as an alternative to magnetometer-based surveying. The present study explored 

the feasibility of utilizing a FOG-based tactical-grade inertial measurement unit (IMU) as 

a surveying sensor for measurement-while-drilling (MWD) processes. Alignment and 

real-time navigation under laboratory conditions was demonstrated. Analysis of 

vibrations and temperature as possible factors limiting the accuracy of the navigation 

process was performed. Severe vibration effects were reduced through data processing 

techniques, and a shock-absorbing housing was suggested. Temperature range of the 

IMU is limited by the optical components of the device. The utilization of a tactical-grade 

IMU has advantages related to costs and it is expected in the near future that its 

limitations will be reduced. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1. Introduction. 

1.1 Directional/horizontal drilling. 

Over the past several years, horizontal well technology has become one of the 

most interesting research and developing topics in the oil and gas drilling industries [1]. 

Directional drilling is the process of guiding the wellbore along some trajectory to a 

predetermined target. The wells are first drilled vertically from the surface to a "kick off 

point" at a given depth, and then are intentionally deviated from the vertical to drill a 

curve at a specific "build up rate" [2]. The advantages of horizontal drilling can be 

appreciated from two different perspectives. First, it facilitates multiple well explorations 

from an offshore platform and the accessibility of complex locations as when the 

reservoir is located under riverbeds, mountains or even cities [2]. Second, horizontal 

wells have reported higher productivity and longevity when compared to the vertical ones 

[3]. These advantages over the vertical wells have motivated the efforts of many 

researchers toward providing the required advanced technology that makes these wells 

more cost-effective [1]. 

1.2 Measurement-while-drilling (MWD) surveying for horizontal drilling. 

It has been shown that horizontal drilling systems should include directional 

measurement-while-drilling (MWD) equipment and a steerable setup in addition to the 

conventional drilling assembly [4]. The drilling assembly consists of diamond bit, high 

speed motor with a bent housing, mule shoe orientating sub with a build-in float valve, 

nonmagnetic drill collars which include magnetic surveying sensors and a slick drill pipe. 



The sensor package transmits data using mud-pulse telemetry, a microprocessor-

controlled downhole procedure utilizing the float valve [4]. 

Horizontal wells, defined from an operational viewpoint, include wells deviated 

above 70° from the vertical. They allow increased reservoir contact area, which results in 

a supplementary productivity over vertical wells [5]. This increased productivity of 

horizontal wells depends on the well length and the well length in turn depends on the 

drilling technique and the turning radius. The turning radius is the radius required to turn 

from vertical to horizontal direction [5]. The four drilling techniques based on the turning 

radius are: ultrashort radius, short radius, medium radius and long radius (Figure 1.1). 

Schematic of different drilling techniques 
a) Ultrashort radius, R= 1-2 ft, L=l00-200 ft 
b) Short radius, R=20-40 ft, L=l00-800 ft 
c) Medium radius, R=300-800 ft, L=l 000-4000 ft 
d) Long radius, R>1000, L=l000-4000 ft 

Figure 1.1 - Schematic of different drilling techniques [after Lacy et al., 1992] 
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Worldwide, the majority of the wells have been drilled using the medium radius 

drilling technique. In general, medium and long radius wells are drilled as new wells 

while most of the short and ultrashort radius wells are primarily re-entry operations in 

existing vertical wells [5]. For the scope of the present work, the short, medium and long 

radii wells are only considered due to their relatively small build-up rate. 

1.2.1. Data processing and telemetry 

The bottom hole assembly (BHA) position is defined by the latitude, the longitude 

and the altitude (depth). The BHA orientation is determined by the ongoing azimuth 

direction of the drill bit, the inclination or pitch, and the toll face angle or roll (Figure 1.2) 

[6]. The azimuth is the deviation from the North direction on the North-East plane. The 

pitch is the deviation angle of the drill pipe in the vertical direction. The roll corresponds 

to rotations along the tool spin axis. Most of the present M W D systems determine the 

Vertical 

7=-> North 

East 

Figure 1.2 — Angles that determine the orientation of an object in the 
local (reference) frame: the pitch (0), the roll (())) and the 
azimuth (v|/) 
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azimuth based on measurements of the Earth magnetic field provided by three-axis 

magnetometers. The pitch and the roll are usually calculated from measurements of the 

Earth gravity field provided by three-axis accelerometers [6]. At certain predetermined 

surveying stations, while the BHA is completely stationary, the accelerometers and the 

magnetometers measure the Earth gravity vector and the Earth magnetic field 

respectively (Figure 1.3). The Earth gravity components measured by the accelerometers 

(fx, fy, fz) are utilized to determine the pitch and the roll (Equations 1.1 and 1.2 

respectively), while the magnetic field components (mx, m y, mz) together with the pitch 

and the roll angles are mathematically processed to calculate the azimuth angle (Equation 

1.3) [7]. This orientation information must to be sent to the surface in order to estimate 

the BHA position. 

Figure 1.3 — Arrangement of the magnetometers and the accelerometers in the 
BHA. In the drawing M denotes the Earth magnetic field, G the Earth 
gravity [after Bourgoyne et al]. 



6 = pitch = arctan 
/ , 2 

( lo 

^ = roll = arctan 

y/ = azimuth = arctan 

where: 

(#Zj sin^ + my cos^) 

m z sin 0 + cos 0[mx cos </>-my sin 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

m x , my and m z are the outputs of the magnetometers along the x, y and z 

direction; 

and fx, fy and fz are the outputs of the accelerometers in the x, y and z direction; 

Since the 1960's, many companies have been experimenting with ways of 

transmitting information from the BHA to the surface. However, it is technologically 

difficult to build tools that could withstand the harsh downhole environment and transmit 

reliable data to the surface [8]. Various transmission methods were used, such as 

electromagnetic, acoustic, mud-pressure pulse, mud-pressure pulse modulation or cable 

and drillpipe. The mud-pressure pulse method has evolved into commercial systems, and 

most of the M W D operations employ mud-pulse telemetry techniques [8]. This system 

creates pressure pulses in the circulating drilling mud, which are decoded at the surface 

into digital serial data. The major disadvantage of the mud-pulse telemetry techniques is 

related to the low data rate [9]. 

Other developments related to MWD telemetry systems are still in a prototype 

stage: electromagnetic link, electric cable as well as specially designed drill collars and 

drillpipe to be used in conjunction with the electric cable. The advantage of the hard-
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wired system is that it can transmit data very rapidly to the surface and communicate with 

the downhole electronics. The disadvantage of such telemetry systems stems from 

handling the signal-transmitting electric cables while the system is rotating [8]. 

Finally, the position of the BHA is calculated using the information of the actual 

orientation and the position of the previous surveying station, independently of the 

telemetry system utilized to transmit the data [8]. 

1.3. Magnetic surveying deficiencies 

Magnetometers and accelerometers produce electrical voltages as outputs. These 

raw voltages values are corrected for bias, scale factor and temperature effects and 

subsequently are converted into readings of gravitational acceleration and magnetic field 

strength respectively. The corrections performed in the sensor outputs partially reduce the 

inherent sensor errors, but reducing the impact of various external factors, particularly the 

ones related to interferences in the magnetometer outputs, requires a different approach. 

These factors include the presence of downhole ore deposits, which are randomly located 

and cannot be predicted, and geomagnetic influences, i.e. variations of the dip angle (the 

angle of the magnetic field with the horizontal plane), of the declination (the deviation of 

the true north from the magnetic north) and of the total magnetic field strength. In 

addition, dynamic behaviour of the magnetic sensors is negatively affected by magnetic 

interferences from the drill string. 

A l l these phenomena necessitate the utilization of nonmagnetic drill collars 

(NMDC) to protect the magnetometers. Accuracy of the magnetic surveying is directly 

related to the length of these NMDCs. Although preferable for reducing external 
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magnetic interferences, long collars are expensive and increase the weight of the drilling 

assembly. Additionally, the utilization of long NMDCs introduces a new source of error. 

Now, the sensors are positioned several feet away from the drill bit. The extrapolation of 

the attitude angles measured by the surveying sensors to the actual B H A orientation is 

very imprecise since the actual bending of the B H A is completely unknown. In addition, 

during drilling operations, NMDCs may pick up magnetic hot spots, which deteriorate the 

survey quality because they are usually hard to detect. Furthermore, NMDCs are 

relatively weak and prone to failure. Therefore, substantial inspection, maintenance and 

possible lost-in-hole costs are normally involved [10]. 

1.4. Alternatives to magnetic surveying. 

Some efforts have been directed towards improving M W D magnetic surveying 

technology. However, there are many error sources that are difficult, i f not impossible, to 

model consistently, and cannot be eliminated. These include: variations of the Earth 

magnetic field strength and of the dip angle, as well as irregularities in the NMDC [11]. 

Alternatively, gyroscopic instruments are not subjected to the effects of magnetic 

fields. These instruments can incorporate one, two or three gyroscopes arranged in 

mutually orthogonal directions along with a set of three orthogonal accelerometers [11]. 

Mechanical and laser ring gyroscopes have been utilized for these gyroscopic 

instruments. However, due to the severe vibrations and shock forces downhole, they 

cannot be applied in M W D surveying operations for the entire drilling process. Thus, 

their use in the oil drilling industry has been limited to two applications that are 

alternatives to M W D . The first one is wellbore mapping procedure, which is performed 
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after the establishment of the drilling well [11]. The objective of this procedure is 

different from the M W D surveying. Wellbore mapping is used to determine the wellbore 

direction as a function of the depth, while M W D aims at monitoring the position and the 

orientation of the B H A in real-time. The second downhole application of gyroscopic 

instrument is aimed at providing reference for M W D magnetic surveying systems within 

open-hole sections of the drilling wells [6]. One of the main disadvantages of utilizing 

gyroscopes, whether for actual surveying or as reference for magnetic surveying, is that 

the drilling process has to be interrupted, which generates high cost related to rig time. 

In summary, M W D systems provide real-time information of the BHA position 

and orientation but they suffer from magnetic interferences. The installation of NMDC 

reduces, but never completely eliminates the magnetic disturbances generated by external 

factors. Additionally, it diminishes the cost-benefits of the directional drilling operation. 

On the other hand, gyroscopic instruments are not affected by magnetic interferences but 

require stopping the drilling process, which results in increased costs and drilling 

operation times. An optimum surveying sensor for directional drilling processes should 

provide reliable real-time information. At the same time, it should have low susceptibility 

to external factors, particularly magnetic interferences which require the installation of 

the NMDCs. 

In the search for a replacement for the magnetometers, it seems that some of the 

devices used for inertial navigation and guidance systems can be utilized in horizontal 

drilling applications [12]. Such devices should be of small size, long-term accuracy, long 

mean time between failure intervals (MTBF), and should be able to withstand the high 

vibration and shock forces, as well as the temperature dynamics downhole. Commercially 



available navigation devices, such as mechanical gyroscopes and laser ring gyroscopes, 

cannot be employed downhole during drilling operations. Mechanical gyroscopes have 

high drift and contain moving parts, which do not work properly under vibration 

conditions. Laser ring gyroscopes have low drift but have a large size and are not reliable 

under severe vibrations. 

Fiber optic gyroscopes (FOG) have been investigated and proposed to replace 

magnetic surveying sensors. FOGs have been chosen because of their relatively small 

size, high reliability (since they do not have any moving parts), and relatively low 

susceptibility to vibration conditions and temperature dynamics [12]. 

In 2002, Noureldin et al. [12] proposed an inertial navigation sensor consisting of 

three orthogonal accelerometers and two FOGs (Figure 1.4). In this dual-FOG system, a 

Adjustable 
bent 

housing 

Normal FOG 1.6" diameter 
and 0.4" thick 

Torus FOG 2.75" ID & 3.75 

ID: inner diameter 
OD: outer diameter 

Bearing 
assembly 

Mudflow through the drill pipe 

Drill bit 

Fig. 1.4 - Dual-axis FOG-based gyroscopic surveying system mounted inside the 
bearing assembly [Noureldin, 2002]. 
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toroidal gyroscope was placed with its sensitive axis aligned with the tool spin axis and a 

second gyroscope was positioned perpendicular to the first one. Laboratory tests 

indicated that this setup can provide continuous surveying near the vertical and the 

radical sections of the well (inclination > 20°), as well as station-based surveying for the 

horizontal section of the well [12]. 

1.5. Aim and scope of the thesis 

The utilization of the previously suggested dual-FOG system requires custom-

made fiber optics gyroscopes, the development of which could be quite expensive. 

Additionally, the system implementation downhole may require a significant effort due to 

the different hardware requirements for the gyroscopes and the accelerometers. 

This research investigates whether a tactical-grade (FOG's drift < l°/hr.) inertial 

measurement unit (IMU), consisting of three accelerometers and three FOGs arranged in 

three orthogonal directions, could be suitable for downhole drilling operations. Tactical-

grade FOG-based IMUs are commercially available at a reasonable low price, 

representing an easier venue for testing FOG technology downhole than the custom-made 

dual-FOG setup. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2. Methods 

2.1. FOG-based IMU surveying 

2.1.1. Principles of FOG operation 

A gyroscope is an instrument principally used for measuring angular velocity. A 

set of three orthogonal gyroscopes combined with three orthogonal accelerometers 

provides the necessary information to determine position and orientation [13]. Knowing 

the initial orientation and position of a vehicle, the (mathematical) integration of the 

acceleration and the rotation rate yields the attitude and the trajectory of the vehicle. For 

many years, mechanical accelerometers and gyroscopes were used for navigation 

purposes using the configuration previously described. 

In 1913, Sagnac [14] demonstrated that it is possible to detect rotation with an 

optical system that has no moving parts. He used a ring interferometer and showed that 

rotation induces a phase difference between two counterpropagating light beams. The 

original setup, however, was far from a practical rotation sensor due to its large size and 

low sensitivity [15]. Practical applications of the Sagnac effect remained a rare physical 

curiosity for many decades, because it was not possible to get a utilizable performance 

from a reasonably small device [15]. The concept of using fiber optic technology in 

gyroscopic devices started in the 1970's. At that time, there was a huge technological 

effort devoted to the development of low-loss optical fibers, solid-state semiconductor 

light sources and detectors for telecommunications. As a result, it became possible to use 

this technology in a multiturn optical fiber and enhance the Sagnac effect by multiple 
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recirculation. The fiber optic gyroscope has since attracted a lot of scientific and technical 

interest because it provides unique advantages due to its solid-state configuration [15]. 

The principle of operation of FOGs based on a two-beam interferometer is shown 

in Figure 2.1. A special fiber coupler splits an incident optical beam of intensity I¡n into 

two counterpropagating beams of equal intensity. These beams propagate through the N -

turn fiber coil. If there is no rotation of the plane of the fiber coil, the two 

counterpropagating beams return in phase after traveling along the same path in opposite 

directions. When the entire mass of the interferometer is rotating, the beam propagating 

in the same direction of the rotation travels a longer path, while the beam propagating in 

the opposite direction travels shorter. This path difference AL is related to the rotation 

rate Q and is expressed as follows [15]: 

Figure 2.1 - Two beam interferometer using the fiber optic 
technology (after Lèfreve, 1993 [15]) 
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where d is the diameter of the fiber optic coil, N is the number of turns and Co is the 

speed of light in free space. 

It can be noticed from Eq. 2.1 that when the number of turns of the fiber coil or 

the fiber coil diameter increase, the sensitivity of the Sagnac interferometer is enhanced. 

However, the light attenuation in the fiber imposes some limits related to the sensitivity 

of the light detector [15]. 

In the fiber optic gyroscope, the insertion of the fiber medium into the optical path 

of a Sagnac interferometer does not modify the Sagnac effect directly, but produces 

spurious signals. Some problems observed in FOGs include the birefringence in the fiber 

when the counterpropagating waves have different states of polarization, and the 

interference of backscattered waves in the fiber arising from Rayleigh scattering [16]. 

Both phenomena lead to noise, instability, and drift in the signal in response to 

environmental effects such as vibration and thermal variations [16]. 

2.1.2. Inertial navigation systems (INS). 

Inertial navigation systems yield estimates of a moving body position, velocity 

and orientation based solely on the measurements derived from inertial sensors mounted 

on the body [17]. The acceleration that affects a body can be determined using three-axis 

accelerometers. The time integral of each acceleration component (fx, fy, fz) gives a 

continuous estimate of the corresponding velocity component, provided that the initial 

velocities are known. A second integration yields the position with respect to a known 

starting point. Since the body is not necessarily moving in a straight line, it is necessary 

to detect the rotational motion in addition to the translational motion. In the particular 
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IMU utilized in the present study (LN-200, Northrop Grumann, Woodland Hills, CA), 

this is accomplished using FOGs that measure the angular velocities of the body in three 

orthogonal directions (wx, w y , w z), from which the orientation may be computed by an 

additional integration [17]. Inertial navigation is fundamentally dependent on an accurate 

knowledge of the initial position, velocity and orientation of the body prior to starting the 

navigation. 

In most applications, the axis set defined by the sensitive axes of the inertial 

sensors is made coincident with the axes of the moving body in which the sensors are 

mounted. This set of axes is usually known as the body frame (Figure 2.2). For the 

purposes of navigation, it is required to determine the position of the body in a defined 

reference frame, i.e. the measurements taken by the inertial sensors in the body frame 

need to be related to a fixed reference frame. For the present application, the local frame 

was chosen as a reference frame (Figure 2.3). The local frame has the same origin as the 

body frame with its Z-axis orthogonal to the reference ellipsoid of the Earth and pointing 

upward, Y-axis pointing toward the North direction and X-axis pointing toward the East 

direction. 

Z 

> Y 

X 

Figure 2.2 - Body frame (b-frame) representation 
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Deviation from 
the North 

Figure 2.3 - Orientation of the IMU respect to the North, East and Vertical directions. 
In the drawing œ e denotes the Earth rotation rate and q> is the latitude. X b , 
Y b and Z b form the body frame, with its axes coinciding with the actual 
axes of the IMU. E, N and V denote East, North and Vertical and form the 
local, or reference frame (see Figure 2.2) 

An extensive description of the principles of inertial navigation and its equations 

can be found in Salychev, 1998 [13]. In the present work a brief overview is presently 

only. The three accelerometers and the three gyroscopes measure the projections of the 

specific force and the absolute angular velocity on their sensitive axes [13]. In order to 

recalculate these body frame projections into the local frame, a transformation matrix 

relating the body frame and local frame is needed. This transformation matrix is 

calculated using the attitude components (see [13] for details). 

As it was previously mentioned, accelerations can be integrated twice to give the 

body velocity and position in the reference frame. However, it has to be noted that an 
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accelerometer cannot separate the total body acceleration from the one caused by the 

presence of gravity. In fact, accelerometers provide the sum of the body acceleration in 

space and the acceleration due to the gravity attraction. The gravity attraction does not 

contribute to the movement of the body, and therefore, its effect must be compensated. A 

schematic of such INS is given on Figure 2.4. 

Body linear 
acceleration 

Body 

rotation 

Gravity 
Mode! 

Accelerometers 
Transformation 

into the 
reference frame 

— * 
Gravity 

correction ; 
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into the 

reference frame J t * J 

Gyroscopes 
Attitude 

Computation 

Position 

Velocity 

•f» Attitude 

Figure 2.4 - Schematic diagram showing the fundamental concept of INS [after 
Noureldin, 2002]. 

2.1.3. Surveying errors 

Much of the work performed in the field of INS concentrates around error 

analysis. This is a direct consequence of the importance of error analysis in the design 

and operation of an INS [18]. Within the INS framework, the navigation algorithm 

processes the sensor output to continuously calculate orientation, velocity and position. 

Because of the errors in the sensor outputs, the errors in the navigation parameters build 

up with time. Typical sensor errors include: scale factor dynamics due to external factors, 

misalignment, bias, sensor-induced random output noise and imperfections in the inertial 

navigation computations [17, 19]. Sensor quantization represents an additional random 

error source that usually has less impact on the system accuracy than the random output 
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noise [19]. Estimation techniques are routinely utilized to compute the magnitude of 

these errors [17]. Estimation is the process of extracting desired information from data, 

which might be obscured by unwanted noise and may contain errors. Estimation methods 

use known relationships to extract the desired information from measurements, taking 

into account the measurement errors, the effects of disturbances and control actions on 

the systems, and previous knowledge of the data statistical characteristics. 

An optimal estimator is a computational algorithm that processes measurements to 

derive a minimum error estimate (in accordance with some stated criterion of optimality) 

of the system state. It utilizes knowledge of system and measurement dynamics, 

presuming certain statistical characteristics of the system noises and measurements 

errors, and initial condition information. 

Since the errors in a typical navigation system propagate essentially in a linear 

manner, and linear combinations of these errors can be detected from external 

observation measurements, the Kalman filter is ideally suited for their estimation. 

Depending on the particular navigation application, the Kalman filter utilizes different 

external observation measurements, or aiding sources, such as Doppler velocity, surface 

radio navigation (LORAN), satellite systems (GPS) and stellar systems. In an aided 

inertial system, one or more independent measurements from external sources are 

compared to the identical quantities measured by the inertial navigation system (Figure 

2.5). The differences are processed by the filter in order to obtain the necessary 

corrections. 

Kalman filter is an optimal recursive data processing algorithm. It is optimal in 

the sense that it uses all available information to minimize the errors in the state variables 
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of a given system. It is recursive, because it does not require all previous data to be kept 

in storage. It is also a data processing algorithm since it is not an electrical filter, but 

rather a computer program [20]. 

corrections 

inertial 
navigation 

system 

inertial 
navigation 

system 

+ \ f 

corrected 
INS data 

Figure 2.5 - Principle of integration of Kalman filter and a navigation 
system [after Weston, 2000]. 

In order to implement a discrete Kalman filter, the error models have to be given 

in state space form: 

*k = Fk,k-xXk-\ + ( 2 - 2 ) 

y k = n k x k + v k < 2 3 » 

Equation (2.2) is called the dynamics equation and equation (2.3) the observation or 

update equation [21]. HereX^ is the process state vector, FKJ(_I is a square matrix relating 

xk to xk_x called the state transition matrix, and wk_{ is a random function considered 
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white noise with Gk_x as its coefficient vector. In equation (2.3), yk is the measurement 

vector at the lé moment, Hk is the design matrix giving the ideal noiseless relationship 

between the observations vector and the state vector, and Vk is the observation random 

noise. It is assumed that vk has no correlation with wk_}. For further details of applying 

Kalman filter theory to navigation, refer to [12]. 

There are several important factors that affect the behaviour and the performance 

of a Kalman filter [22], but two of them are especially important in this application. The 

first involves the sensor model. Kalman filter is based on theoretical models of real 

phenomena. Since these models are never exactly correct, the operation of the filter in a 

real-time environment is usually degraded compared to the theoretical projections. This 

discrepancy can lead to estimation errors values that are larger than those predicted by the 

theory; even resulting in estimation errors that could eventually become infinite [21]. The 

second important factor that could affect Kalman filter performance is related to the 

observation measurements. If the external observation measurements are not precise or 

are not coupled with the navigation variables, the estimation of some parameters can be 

highly inaccurate or would require long periods of time to converge [13, 23-24]. 

The stochastic errors at the outputs of the accelerometers and the FOGs are 

usually correlated in time and, in this particular application, were modeled as first order 

Gauss-Markov processes for the purposes of the necessary Kalman filtering [13]. The 

external observation measurements available for this type of downhole navigation are 

restricted to the vertical position (derived from the length of the drill pipe) and zero 

velocity (when the system is completely stationary) [12]. 
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2.2. Experimental setup 

A tactical-grade LN-200 inertial measurement unit [24] was acquired for 

preliminary testing in preparation for downhole positioning. This IMU contains a triad of 

fiber optic gyroscopes and silicon accelerometers. Some of the most relevant 

characteristics of the accelerometers and the gyroscopes are shown in Table 2.1. The 

IMU has a cylindrical shape with diameter of 3.75" and height of 3.35". It weighs under 

600 grams, consumes about 10 W of electrical power and has a MTBF greater than 

20,000 hours. 

Figure 2.6 depicts the experimental setup for navigation testing under laboratory 

conditions. It was designed to satisfy the specific requirements related to the directional 

drilling process, and is capable of providing simultaneous rotation about two mutually 

orthogonal axes. Since the penetration rate of the drill bit through the downhole 

formation is very small, the inclination angle (the pitch) changes very slowly during the 

Figure 2.6 - Experimental setup providing IMU rotation in two 
directions. 
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directional drilling process. This setup can change the orientation of the IMU in two 

directions at different constant speeds. The sampling frequency of the IMU was 400 Hz, 

but in order to reduce the high frequency noise while taking into consideration the 

relatively slow drilling process, 1-second averaging was performed of each batch of 400 

samples without any overlap between successive sample batches. Thus, 6 measurements 

were delivered by the IMU every second, the angular velocities w x, w y and w z (measured 

by the three-axis FOGs), and the linear accelerations fx, fy and fz (measured by the 

accelerometers). 

Table 2.1 - Principal characteristics of the accelerometers 

and the gyroscopes within the LN-200 IMU 

LN-200 Acceleromters 

Operating range (Max) 40G 

Sensitivity 100 uG 

Cross-axis sensitivity < 50uG/G 2 

Output noise 35 uG (RMS) 

bLN-200 FOGs 

Operating range (Max) 10007sec. 

Sensitivity 0.17HR 

Angle random walk (ARW) 17HR 

Bias drift 0.07 7VHR 
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2.3. Alignment and Forward Linear Prediction (FLP). 

2.3.1. Calibration process 

Before running the alignment and navigation algorithms, calibration of the sensor 

errors has to be performed [13]. The objective of this calibration is to determine the most 

significant errors of the IMU sensors (accelerometers and gyroscopes). The procedure 

consists in taking stationary measurements from the IMU for certain periods of time, and 

then implementing mathematical operations in such way that the actual physical 

measurements are removed so that the errors are determined. 

Bias and scale factor are considered the most significant errors affecting the 

accelerometer performance. Bias is defined as the average of accelerometer output over a 

specific time measured at specific operating conditions that have no correlation with 

input acceleration or rotation. It is expressed in [m/s , g] [26]. The scale factor is defined 

as the ratio between the change in the output to the change in the input that is being 

measured. It is generally evaluated as the slope of the straight line that can be fitted using 

the Least Mean Squares (LMS) method to the input-output transfer characteristics [26]. 

Considering the errors explained above, the accelerometer outputs can be 

expressed as follows: 

(2.4) 

Ia = f+b+S,f v ' 

where: 

Ia is the vector of accelerometer measurements 

f is the vector of specific forces 

b is the vector of the biases in the accelerometers 
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Si is the matrix representing the accelerometer scale-factor errors, which is given 

by: 

(2.5) 
ò\x 0 ° ì 
0 

S\> 
0 

l o 0 

where: 

Six is the scale factor of the accelerometer in the x direction; 

Siy is the scale factor of the accelerometer in the y direction; 

and siz is the scale factor of the accelerometer in the z direction. 

For any accelerometer k of the three accelerometers (x,y,z) the above model will 

be: 

Iak = fk + b k + s, kf k (2-6) 

Taking two sets of measurements from an accelerometer, one with its sensitive 

axis pointing upward and another pointing downward, the following equation can be 

generated: 

Iakl =g + b k + S i k g ( 2- 7) 

Iak2 = - g + b k - Sik g ( 2 ' 8 ) 

where g is the Earth gravity. 

Adding these equations, the bias can be determined as follows: 

b k = (l/2)(I a ki + I a k 2) ( 2- 9) 

Subtracting (2.8) from (2.7) the scale factor can be determined as follows: 

s,k = ( l /2g ) ( I a k , - I a k 2 -2g) ( 2 - 1 0 ) 

Bias drift is the most significant error in the gyroscopes and is defined as the 

average of the gyroscope output over a specified time measured at specified operating 
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conditions that have no correlation with input rotation or acceleration. Bias is typically 

expressed in degrees per hour [26]. 

Gyroscope output, including the bias drift, can be modeled as follows: 

1,, = 0, +d (2- 1 1) 

where 

Ico is the vector of the gyroscope measurements; 

(0 is the vector of angular velocities; 

d is the vector of the drifts associated with the gyroscope 

Using the above equation, gyroscope drifts can be determined using the same 

method applied for calculating accelerometers biases, and hence, each gyro k will have 

two equations of the form: 

U i = û>k + d k ( 2 - 1 2 ) 

IWk2 = - cok + d k

 v ' 

The gyro drift can be obtained by adding (2.12) to (2.13) 

d k = (1/2)(1,,+1^) ( 2 - 1 4 > 

As mentioned before, IMU measurements must be compensated for these 

calibration errors before running the alignment and the navigation algorithms. 

2.3.2. Alignment process 

The alignment of a stationary inertial surveying system is the process in which the 

initial attitude angles of the system are determined. The initial attitude angles, pitch, roll 

and azimuth, give the orientation of the body frame with respect to the reference frame. 

Knowing the orientation angles, it is possible to compute the transformation matrix, thus 
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transforming the specific forces measured in the body frame into forces in the reference 

frame [27, 28]. 

The alignment process can be divided in two parts: (1) coarse alignment and (2) 

fine alignment. During the coarse alignment, approximate values for the roll, the pitch 

and the azimuth are rapidly obtained from the data rate. The approximate angles are 

refined during the fine alignment process, commonly by a Kalman filter using external 

observations to update the system [28]. 

The coarse alignment is performed when the system is completely stationary. The 

linear acceleration and the angular velocity sensed represent the Earth gravity and the 

Earth rotation rate respectively. Thus, the coarse alignment process finds the pitch, the 

roll and the azimuth of the inertial navigation system, assuming time-invariability of 

these parameters over the alignment time interval [28]. The initial angles can be 

determined as follows: 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

azimuth = (// = - arctan 
(2.17) 

where: 

fx, fy, and fz are the outputs of the accelerometers along the x, y and z direction; 

w x and w y are the outputs of the FOGs in the x and y direction; 
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The accuracy of the coarse alignment depends on the accuracy of the sensor. For 

the LN-200 unit, these values are not precise enough to start the navigation process, but 

they should be reasonably accurate for fine alignment. 

The fine alignment process is used to further refine the coarse alignment and is 

usually a special case of inertial surveying. During standard inertial surveying, the system 

employs external measurements to update its error state [29]. During fine alignment, the 

system is completely stationary. Therefore, the linear velocities are known (v¡ = 0) and 

can be used as measurement updates. If another navigation parameter (e.g. an orientation 

or position component) is known, it can also be used as a measurement update, normally 

increasing the accuracy of the alignment process [28]. The estimation software required 

for the fine alignment is the same as the one used in actual surveying with some minor 

changes. A Kalman filter was designed and implemented to reduce the errors in the 

navigation quantities using only the linear velocities as external measurements, since they 

were the only parameters accurately known. 

An important prerequisite for the successful implementation of Kalman filter is 

the modeling of the sensor behaviour in order to estimate and compensate for the noise 

(see Section 2.1.3). For a first order Kalman filter, the sensors should also be modeled as 

a first order system. First order Gauss-Markov process is one of the predominantly used 

models for inertial sensors [30]. The parameters of the Gauss-Markov process are 

determined in relation to the ARW and the bias drift. A tactical-grade IMU has relatively 

high A R W and bias drift. In addition, the LN-200 unit was connected to a PC through a 

conditioning and interfacing board that introduced additional noise. This noise was due to 

quantization errors and missing data during the digital acquisition, which manifest 
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themselves as abrupt peaks in the signals. The combination of this noise with the high 

ARW and bias drift made the signal difficult to approximate as a Gauss-Markov process. 

Other first order models, i.e. random walk, random constant, etc., were tested [31], but 

none of them properly fit the sensor noise models and consequently, the uncertainties of 

the coarse alignment were not reduced. In the noisy environment that can be expected 

downhole, the determination of the sensor noise characteristics would probably be even 

more difficult and hence, Kalman filtering is not the most adequate tool for fine 

alignment. 

2.3.3. The Forward Linear Prediction (FLP) alternative 

An alternative technique for reducing the uncertainties of the initial attitude angles 

is filtering the raw signals before calculating the angles [32]. Forward Linear Prediction 

(FLP) technique has been utilized successfully to reduce the noise level in a variety of 

applications, including ARW reduction [32]. In contrast with the traditional estimation 

methods, FLP techniques employ a set of past samples from a stationary process to 

predict future samples [33]. The algorithm that performs this process is known as a 

predictor and can be designed to predict values that are single or multiple time steps in 

the future. The most common and practical, however, is the single time step predictor. 

This predictor employs a tap-delay line filter of a predetermined order to deliver an 

estimation of the current value [33]. Since simple multipliers without any feedback are 

used for the filter implementation, this predictor has a finite impulse response (FIR), 

which guarantees its stability. The structure of such a FIR tap-delay line filter of order M 
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is shown on Figure 2.7. The filter output û(n) is an estimate of the current sample u(n) 

and is given as: 

M 
û { n ) = ^ wk • u(n - k) = w Tu(n-l) (2.18) 

k=\ 

where w k are the tap weights, u(n-k) is the input sequence involving k samples back 

from the n t h sample, and M is the filter order. In the inner product expression, w = [wi W2 

... W m ] is the tap weight vector, and u(n-l) = [u(n-l) u(n-2) ... u(n-M)] is the tap input 

vector [34]. 

u(n) 
- i 

u(n-l) 
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u(n-2) 
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> f 

Figure 2.7 - Structure of a linear single time step predictor 

The statistical criterion used for optimization employs the minimization of the 

mean-square value of the estimation error between u(n) and û(n) [33]. 

e(n) = u(n) - û(n) (2.19) 

J(n) = E[e2(n)] ( 2 - 2 0 ) 

where e(n) is the forward prediction error and J(n) is the expectation of its square value, 

known as the mean-square estimation error (MSEE). The prediction problem is related to 

finding the filter weight vector w — [w, W2 ... w m ] that minimizes the forward prediction 

error in the mean-square sense. It has been shown [34] that Equation 2.18 describes a 
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parabola with a minimum of w0> where wo is the optimal tap-weight vector. Least mean-

square (LMS) technique was used to design the FLP filter and to determine adaptively the 

optimal values for the tap-weights (Figure 2.8). According to the LMS criterion, the tap-

weights were iteratively adjusted toward their optimal values using the following update 

equation [34]: 

w(n) = w(n-l) + fx E[u(n) e(n)] 

The parameter ^ is a small positive constant that controls the step size of the 

iterative changes in the tap weights and is called the step size parameter. In real-time 

applications, there is not sufficient time to calculate the expectation E[u(n) e(n)], 

therefore, the calculation of the expectation is replaced with calculating a simple 

multiplication: 

w(n) = w(n-l) + [i u(n) e(n) (2.22) 

Because the error and the tap-weight vector are stochastic, the weight vector w(n) 

is also stochastic. This implies that the weight vector is changing in each iteration. The 

algorithm that uses Equation 2.22 is called the stochastic gradient or the LMS algorithm 

[33]. 

Two parameters control the filter performance, the step size parameter and the 

filter order. The step size parameter |j, plays an important role in the design phase of the 

filter in controlling the convergence speed and the misadjustment. The convergence 

speed is the time required for the MSEE to reach its minimal value. The misadjustment is 

the deviation of the MSEE from its minimal value. In order to guarantee stability of the 

adaptive algorithm, the upper limit of the step size parameter must satisfy the following 

rule: 
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Umax 1/( m̂ax "̂" ^min) (2.23) 

where A. m a x and Xm\n are the maximum and the minimum eigenvalues of the 

autocorrelation matrix of the tap input vector U(n). 

U(n) = [u(n], u(n-1), u(n-2)...u(n-M)J 

u(n-l) Tap delay line filter 
with M tap weights 

û(n) 

u(n) 

+ 

e(n; 

Least-Mean- S quare 
algorithm 

e 

where: 
U(n) is the tap-input vector (order M+1) 
û(n) is the predicted value for u(n) 
e(n) is the estimation error 

Figure 2.8 - Optimization of the filter weights using the LMS algorithm 

An increase of the filter order means that the prediction process is based on more 

information about the past samples of the input sequence. Thus, the uncertainty at the 

FOG output is reduced, and therefore, the A R W minimized. However, the increment of 

the filter order results in a longer convergence time for the LMS adaptive algorithm. 

Moreover, the real-time implementation of the FLP filter with its tap delay structure 

requires collecting a number of samples of the input sequence equal to the number of tap 

weights (or to the filter order) before delivering the output. 
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In this study, the FLP algorithm was used to reduce the uncertainties in the 

measurements of the gyroscopes and the accelerometers before introducing them to the 

navigation algorithm. FLP techniques present some advantages over Kalman filtering 

techniques. First, the noise is reduced before calculating the attitude components, thus 

avoiding some computational instability in the inertial navigation algorithm and 

eliminating the need for fine alignment. Second, FLP does not impose any restriction on 

the statistical properties of the noise associated with the accelerometers and the FOGs 

[30]. 

2.4. Real-time navigation 

Calibration reduced the errors in the sensors and the alignment process was 

completed utilizing the proposed FLP technique. With the initial angles properly 

determined, actual real-time navigation can be performed changing the orientation of the 

IMU utilizing the custom-made setup (see Figure 2.6). Custom software was developed 

to perform the actual navigation using the described experimental setup. Initially, the 

whole software package (including FLP, alignment and navigation) was developed using 

Matlab v. 6.5 (The Mathworks, Natick, MA). After initial testing of the experimental 

setup, utilizing the developed software, only the visualization module was converted to 

Visual C++ (Microsoft, Seattle, WA). The navigation module was converted to ANSI C 

for easy downloading to any downhole microcontroller. The FLP and alignment modules 

are still in Matlab because is an off-line process that is done at the surface computer. 

2.5. Study of the impact of severe vibration 
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2.5.1. Vibrations in oil drilling processes 

One of the main sources of drillstring vibrations is the interaction between the 

drill bit and the formation. Downhole measurements of forces and accelerations within 

the B H A have shown that the vibrations at the bit have large quasi-random components, 

both for axial and rotational movements [35]. In addition, the rate of rotation of the drill 

bit is often far from uniform due to the large torsional flexibility of the drillpipe. These 

variations in the rate of rotation have been shown to be related mainly to changes in the 

vibration modes of the drillstring [35]. Different torsional vibration modes combined with 

random oscillations due probably to the effects of rough rock surfaces and uneven 

breakages of rock, give axial vibrations of very complex nature [35]. It has been reported 

that many different vibration phenomena take place simultaneously, making it difficult to 

isolate, evaluate, explain and quantify many of them. Within a certain range, axial, 

torsional and bending vibrations are all present with diverse levels of coupling [36]. 

In order to test the performance of the IMU under conditions similar to some 

severe situations downhole, vibrations in all three orthogonal planes (see Figures 2.2 and 

2.3) were generated. 

2.5.2. Vibration test 

Although fiber optic gyroscopes have relatively low susceptibility to vibration and 

shock forces since they do not have any mobile parts, some parasitic signals can be 

generated due to the exposure to severe vibrations [16, 37]. The amplitudes of these 

parasitic signals depend on the severity of the vibrations, and can be sensed as rotations. 
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A vibration table consisting of a motor with an eccentric weight in the pulley 

(Figure 2.9) was used to test the effect of severe vibrations on the performance of the 

IMU gyroscopes and accelerometers 

The eccentric weight in the pulley produced vibrations in two planes, but since 

the vibrations were not generated in the centre of gravity of the system, vibrations in all 

three orthogonal planes affected the IMU. The speed of the electrical motor (US-1600, 

Vibco, Wyoming, RI) could be changed in order to modify the level of vibrations. 

However, vibrations will not be reduced if the lower rotary speed results in resonant 

conditions of the vibration table [38, 39]. A resonant conditions occurs when the 

IMU 

motor =0 

Figure 2.9 - Experimental setup for vibration testing. 

vibration frequencies match the natural mechanical frequency of the vibration table. 

Under resonance conditions, the vibration table has a tendency to vibrate continuously 

with higher amplitudes, resulting in severe vibrations in the three planes. 

The levels of vibrations generated using the proposed table were different for each 

axis. In the Z-axis of the IMU (see Figure 2.2), the vibration levels varied from 20g to 

40g peak-to-peak (p-p) (g = 9.81 m/s2), while in the horizontal plane (X and Y-axes) the 
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range of the vibrations was from 3g to 20g p-p, with the main frequency components 

varying from 80 to 120 Hz. 

2.5.3. Navigation under vibration conditions 

Since the errors in the INS have to be limited (see Section 2.1.3), a filtering 

method must be implemented. As mentioned before, Kalman filter using observation 

measurements can limit the error growth. For a drilling process, the length of the drill 

pipe along with the penetration rate might be used as observation measurements for 

continuous drilling [40]. However, preliminary studies showed that vibrations drastically 

affect Kalman filter performance if linear velocities are set to zero (while the system is 

stationary and vibrating) and are used as observation measurements. This case is similar 

to using the penetration rate as an observation measurement in an actual drilling process. 

On the other hand, using the length of the drill pipe as a single observation measurement 

leads to an error growth in the horizontal plane. 

Zero velocity update procedure (ZUPT) was proposed to limit the error in the 

navigation parameters [13]. ZUPT consists of completely stopping the system (similar to 

station-based surveying drilling), and using zero velocities as an additional external 

observation for the filter. For this particular problem, the vertical position can be used 

during the whole process because the length of the drill pipe is known, which results in 

an incremented accuracy of the filtering technique. 

When applying ZUPT, the errors in the velocity components converge to zero, but 

the previously acquired velocity components during vibrations cause some parasitic 

position change. To reduce this unwanted bias in position, backward velocity error 
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correction method was applied. This procedure consists of averaging the velocity error 

between the actual ZUPT station and the previous ZUPT station, and subtracting this 

average from the velocity component computed between these two neighboring stations. 

In the present study this method was performed one step backward, and therefore the 

real-time operation was practically not affected. It has to be mentioned that the error in 

the azimuth is not highly coupled with the linear velocities, and therefore the ZUPT 

procedure does not affect the azimuth accuracy [13]. 

2.5.4. Reduction of the vibration effects. 

An adaptive noise canceller working as a low-pass filter was developed to reduce 

the disturbances generated by vibrations. Adaptive noise canceller is a noise filter that 

self-optimizes on-line as it encounters an input signal, adjusting its parameters according 

to a learning algorithm [41]. The basic structure of the noise canceller is shown in Figure 
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Figure 2.10 - Adaptive noise canceller. The noise source n affects both the 
primary and the reference inputs, manifesting itself as 
correlated noise sources no and n,, respectively. 
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2.10. The system accepts two inputs: a primary input, s + no, containing the desired-

information, s, and an uncorrected noise, no, and a reference noise input n¡, which is 

correlated with no to a certain degree. The noise n¡ is filtered to produce an output y that 

is as close a replica as possible of no. This output is subtracted from the primary input s + 

no to produce the system output z = s + n0 - y. This output is also the filter error e, which 

is used by the adaptive algorithm to optimize its weights [42]. 

One of the simplest applications of the noise canceller is a high-pass filter. In this 

filter, only one weight is needed. The interference is assumed to be of low frequency, and 

the reference signal is generated by modelling it as a constant value of 1 [43] (Figure 

2.11. a). The weight follows the input, but is limited in its capacity to do so by the step 

size parameter of the adaptive algorithm. It is, therefore, able to cancel the DC 

component and the slow drifts present in the input signal, and thus, the high frequency 

components are preserved. As with most of the adaptive noise cancellers, the filter error, 

e, is also the filter output. Using the adaptive weight, w, rather that the error e as the filter 

output converts this algorithm into a type of adaptive low-pass filter (Figure 2.1 l.b) that 

can be used to suppress most of the vibration components, and specially in this 

application, can remove the high frequency components of the vibrations. 
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Figure 2.11 - Noise canceller filter as high-pass filter in (a) and as low-pass filter in (b) 
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Since the analytical relationship of the linear acceleration and the angular velocity 

with the cut-off frequency of the filter is not straightforward, the cut-off frequency of the 

filter was determined using a trial and error method. To determine the cut-off frequency 

of the filter for the gyroscope signals, data were obtained from the IMU while it was 

rotating at 17sec. The cut-off frequency of the filter was set at a high value, and the 

filtered data were introduced to the navigation algorithm to monitor the filter effects. 

With this high cut-off frequency, there was no difference between the algorithm output 

using the filtered signals and the original signals, since all the information related to 

changes in the orientation was preserved. The cut-off frequency of the noise canceller 

was then gradually reduced until the navigation algorithm showed that some critical 

information about the changes in the orientation was lost. The cut-off frequency was 

chosen slightly higher in order to keep all the information related to the changes in the 

orientation. The determination of the cut-off frequency of the accelerometer filter was 

carried out in a similar way. In this case, the IMU was moved at the constant speed of 1 

cm/sec. The initial cut-off frequency was set high, and then it was reduced until the 

navigation algorithm showed that some information of the movement was lost. As before, 

the cut-off frequency was selected slightly higher to preserve all the information related 

to movements. 

2.6. Study of the impact of temperature and temperature dynamics. 

Temperature is another factor that can affect the performance of the IMU. There 

are two different aspects related to temperature as an external factor negatively 

influencing FOG-based downhole navigation: 
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First, the maximum temperature value at which the IMU can operate without any 

permanent damage is a technological limitation of the device and is related to the 

technical characteristics of the optical components [44]. For LN-200 the recommended 

operation temperature limit is 71°C. It has been reported that in most of the drilling sites 

in northern US and Canada [32], as well as in some places in South America [45], the 

downhole temperature does not exceed 80°C, particularly if a permanent mud flow is 

maintained to facilitate the drilling process. Therefore, the current FOG technology 

qualifies for many drilling sites, and its applicability will increase with further 

technological developments, providing there is a clear industrial demand for IMU-based 

drilling applications. 

Second, temperature dynamics within the temperature range indicated by the 

manufacturer also affects the performance of a FOG-based IMU. A temperature transient 

that is not applied in the middle of the fiber coil can produce a parasitic signal that is 

sensed as a rotation rate [15, 46] (Figure 2.12). Additionally, temperature can cause an 

uncompensated increment of the bias drift in silicon accelerometers [47]. Multiple factors 

can produce this increment, e.g. changes in the sensitivity of the material of the 

accelerometer, the shape of the layout of the sensitive unit in the accelerometer, etc [48]. 

An electrical oven (200 Series, Isotemp Oven, Fisher, Hampton, NH) was used to 

study the possible effect of temperature variations on the performance of the IMU. Two 

temperature-related tests were performed on the IMU, changing the temperature at 

different rates, starting at 22 °C and finishing at 75°C. For the first test, the oven was 

turned on and the heat was delivered at a gradient limited only by the maximal oven 

capacity, around 10°C/min. For the second test, the heat delivery provided by the oven 
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Figure 2.12 - A perturbation that is not applied in the middle of the coil generates a 
phase difference which results in a parasitic rotation rate sensed by the 
gyroscopes [after Lèfreve, 1993] 

was periodically interrupted, establishing an average temperature gradient of about 

1.5°C/min 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3. Results and Analysis 

3.1. Alignment and FLP 

3.1.1. Calibration process. 

Figure 3.1 shows the output of the accelerometer in the Z-direction. It is evident 

that the accelerometer bias drifted over one hour of stationary experiment. 
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Figure 3.1 - Accelerometer measurement (Z-axis) during stationary experiment 

As described in Chapter 2, the calibration procedure for the accelerometers is 

based on taking stationary measurements for a certain period of time (in this case, 20 

minutes) for each axis in both orientations, upward and downward, and performing 
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mathematical operations to obtain the calibration errors. The results for the three 

accelerometers are shown in Table 3.1. 

Table 3.1 - Average measurement values of the three accelerometers 

Accelerometers Orientation Mean (m/s ) SD (m/s2) 

X 
Upward 9.8021 0.00108 

X 
Downward -9.7984 0.00112 

Y 
Upward 9.8039 0.00102 

Y 
Downward -9.8020 0.00142 

Z 
Upward 9.8042 0.00143 

Z 
Downward -9.8007 0.00107 

The accelerometers errors, bias and scale factor, are computed according to 

Equation 2.9 and 2.10 and the results are given in Table 3.2 

Table 3.2 - Accelerometers bias and scale factors 

Accelerometer Bias (m/s ) Scale factor 

X 0.00182 -0.00041 

Y 0.00095 -0.00063 

Z 0.00174 -0.00036 

Table 3.1 shows the means and the standard deviations of the accelerometers 

measuring the Earth gravity. It can be seen that the means of the measurements are three 
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orders of magnitude higher than their standard deviations, therefore, it can be inferred 

that the uncertainties in this case would be very low. However, this may not be the case 

when the accelerometers have their sensitive axes in the horizontal plane (not affected by 

the Earth gravity), and higher uncertainties can be expected, since the measurements will 

be comparable to the noise floor. 

The calibration procedure applied to the gyroscopes also consisted of taking 

stationary measurements for periods of 20 minutes at different orientations of the IMU. 

The results are shown in Table 3.3. 

Table 3.3 - Average measurement values of the three gyroscopes 

Gyroscope Orientation Mean (7sec) SD (7sec) 

X Upward 0.00330 0.00075 X 

Downward -0.00334 0.00088 

Y Upward 0.00317 0.00068 Y 

Downward -0.00341 0.00065 

Z Upward 0.00344 0.00063 Z 

Downward -0.00312 0.00064 

The gyroscopes drifts computed by Equation 2.14 are shown in Table 3.4 

Table 3.4 - Drift errors of the gyroscopes 

Gyroscopes Drift (7sec) Drift (7hr) 

X -0.0000203 -0.0732 

Y -0.0001198 -0.4315 

Z 0.0001566 0.5639 
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The above table shows that the gyroscope drifts are in the order of 10"' °/hr, which 

is in the order specified by the manufacturer of the IMU (drift < l°/hr). However, at some 

orientations, the gyroscopes can be exposed to rotations less than the Earth rotation rate 

(15 °/hr) and therefore, the drift can be comparable to the actual rotation, which may 

result in inaccurate measurements. 

3.1.2. Alignment process. 

3.1.2.1. Error reduction and computation of the initial angles 

The data from the IMU were delivered at a sampling frequency of 400 Hz. In 

order to reduce the uncertainties at the output of both the FOGs and the accelerometers, 

the measurements were averaged in 1-second time intervals. This averaging process 

helped remove some of the high frequency noise components, thus reducing the 

measurement uncertainties and avoiding long-term propagation of inertial sensor errors in 

the surveying algorithm. It also made the computation of FLP faster since a low noise 

level increases the convergence speed of the tap weight vector. 

Figure 3.2 shows the original signal from the gyroscope in the X-direction and the 

same signal filtered using an FLP filter of 50 t h order (M=50). With this filter order, the 

ARW was reduced from 0.07° 14hr to 0.008° l4hr and the uncertainties in the 

accelerometers were reduced 56%. With M=300, the ARW was reduced to 0.0012° l4hr 

and the uncertainties in the accelerometers were reduced 85 %. 

Increasing the filter order to over 300 did not produce any significant reduction of 

the ARW (Figure 3.3), or of the uncertainties at the accelerometer output. Furthermore, a 

higher order filter could result in a long alignment process, since the delay introduced by 
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the filter is equal to the number of weights (measured in seconds, with a 1 Hz sample 

frequency). 
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Figure 3.2 - Angle random walk reduction by applying FLP 
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As mentioned in Chapter 2, the step size parameter |x affects the convergence 

speed and the mean-square estimation error (MSEE) of the LMS algorithm utilized to 

update the filer weights (Figure 3.4). For this particular alignment process, the MSEE 

reached approximately the same minimal value for different step size parameters. 

However, taking into consideration the convergence speed of the filter, it can be seen that 

the use of the upper limit \x\ of the step size, which guarantees filter stability, results in 

the shortest convergence time (still reaching almost the same minimal value). As a result, 

the upper limit of the step size parameter was employed to filter the raw signals from the 

accelerometers and the gyroscopes. 
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Figure 3.4 - Learning curve for a 50 tap-weight FLP 
[i\ = maximum value of \x, \\a = 0.2 jii and u,3 = 0.1 \L\ 
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3.1.2.2 Alignment Process 

After applying the FLP technique, the signals were introduced into the navigation 

algorithm to determine the initial orientation of the IMU and to examine whether the 

ARW and the bias drift produced any change in the orientation, even when the unit was 

completely stationary. Figure 3.5 shows the attitude components prior to filtering the 

signal. The azimuth drift is clearly evident, and continuous. Calibration process reduced 

the drift in the gyroscopes, but the remaining errors were responsible for this azimuth 

drift. In addition, the pitch and the roll were very noisy, thus precluding the determination 

of a specific value. 
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Figure 3.6 shows the attitude components over 20 minutes of navigation with the 

unit stationary and the raw signals filtered before entering navigation the algorithm. It is 

clearly evident that the drift and the noise have been dramatically reduced. The average 

of the attitude angles can therefore be used as initial orientation angles. Moreover, the 

averaging period can be reduced in order to make the alignment process shorter since 

there was not change in the angles for 20 minutes. 
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Figure 3.6 - Attitude components after the application of FLP 
techniques 

3.2. Real-time navigation 

The navigation algorithm based on the concepts described in Section 2.1.2, was 

code in Matlab v. 6.5 (The Mathworks, Natick, MA) to facilitate navigation under 
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laboratory conditions. Matlab was chosen because of its practical way of handling vectors 

and matrices. The navigation tests were not real-time, the raw data were previously 

obtained and saved in text files by an acquisition program. The navigation algorithm 

results were compared to previously reported navigation tests [12] in order to examine the 

performance and the accuracy of the algorithm. The next step was the translation of the 

navigation code into a programming language that allows real-time data acquisition and, 

at the same time, the processing and the visualization of the results. Visual C++ 

(Microsoft Corporation, Seattle, Washington) was selected for this application because it 

has additional capability of integrating standard ANSI C code in a Visual C++ 

application. This is important since the installation of the IMU downhole would require 

the navigation algorithm loaded in a microcontroller and most microcontrollers have 

associated ANSI C compilers (for details on the navigation algorithm, refer to Appendix 

A). 

The developed real-time software program (Figure 3.7) controlled the navigation 

in laboratory conditions. The alignment time was parameterized, with 10 minutes being a 

practical value that meets the accuracy requirements for downhole navigation processes. 

The initial orientation of the IMU for the alignment process was with its Z-axis pointing 

upward, which is comparable to the alignment process in the vertical section of the well. 

However, the utilization of a complete IMU (three gyros and three accelerometers) allows 

alignment in any orientation without jeopardizing the accuracy. With the initial angles 

correctly determined, actual navigation could be continuously performed. The 1-second 

averaging process (see Section 2.2) prevented the interface to be actual real-time, but 
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since the changes in the drill-bit orientation of a downhole drilling process are really 

slow, it can be assumed that there would be no information losses. 
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Figure 3.7 - Real-time interface in C++ 

Changes in the orientation were controlled through a remote control connected to 

the navigation setup and the angular velocity chosen was l°/sec, which is comparable to 

the angular velocity for directional drilling. The developed software can also save in real 

time the raw signals and the obtained navigation parameters, e.g. the orientation and the 

position. These saved data can be processed and analyzed in order to determine their 

accuracy with respect to a known reference. Additionally, using this store data is possible 
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to investigate the performance of the Kalman filtering techniques without the necessity of 

running other navigation tests, which might include the utilization of different sensor 

models as well as different observation measurements by the Kalman filter. 

3.3. Study of the impact of severe vibration 

In addition to the possible parasitic effects that vibrations can have on the 

performance of the gyroscopes and the accelerometers, small movements of the IMU 

itself are sensed as high rotation rates and high linear accelerations respectively (Figure 

3.8 and Figure 3.9) 
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Figure 3.8 - Linear acceleration in the Z-axis during a stationary 
period (before the 60 t h second) followed by a 
vibration period (60-100 sec.) 
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The vibration effect on the gyroscopes and the accelerometers cannot be 

compared using the same units since they measure different physical quantities. However, 

it is possible to measure the uncertainty level when the unit is stationary and when the 

unit is under vibration conditions, and then to compare the effect of vibrations on each 

sensor. The highest impact was registered in the horizontal plane for the gyroscopes and 

in the vertical direction for the accelerometers. In these cases, the uncertainties were 

amplified about 800 times for the gyroscopes in the horizontal plane (X and Y-axes, 

vibration 4g p-p) and about 210 times for the accelerometer (Z-axis, vibration 22g p-p) in 

the vertical direction. 
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Figure 3.9 - Angular velocity in the X-axis during a stationary 
period (before the 60l second) followed by a 
vibration period (60-100 sec.) 
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A factor that can play an important role in the reduction of the signal-to-noise 

ratio is the resolution of the sensors. The resolution of the FOGs is 1547hr., while the 

resolution of the accelerometers in LN200 is 0.024 m/s . These values cannot be directly 

compared, but i f the resolution of the FOGs were related to the Earth rotation rate 

(15.047hr), it could be concluded that this resolution introduces quantization errors that 

might increase when the EMU is vibrating. On the other hand, the Earth gravity 

(9.81m/s ) is large compared to the resolution of the accelerometers; therefore the 

accelerometer quantization errors in vibration conditions are smaller. 

3.3.1. Reduction of the vibration effect 

The reduction of the disturbances by the noise canceller filter depends on the cut

off frequency of the filter. A high cut-off frequency, away from DC, would pass a wide 

range of low-frequency components at the output. On the other hand, a cut-off frequency 

very close to zero will reduce almost completely the vibration effect, but will also 

eliminate the information about the actual movements of the IMU, which must be 

preserved in order to navigate. 

Figure 3.10 shows the application of the noise canceller with a cut-off frequency 

of 0.2 rad/sec. It can be seen that the disturbances generated by the vibrations are still 

present with a considerable amplitude. 

The optimal cut-off frequency of the filter was determined taking into account the 

maximal rate of change in the orientation downhole. The changes in the orientation were 

assumed to be less than a 17sec, which resulted in a cut-off frequency for the gyroscope 

signals of 0.02 rad/sec (0.0032 Hz). The changes in the position were assumed to be less 
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than 1 cm/sec due to the small penetration rate of the drilling process, giving the same 

cut-off frequency of 0.0032 Hz for the accelerometers (for details, see Section 2.5.4). 
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Figure 3.10 - Noise canceller filter, high cut-off frequency = 0.2 rad./sec. 
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If a particular drilling application has a different penetration rate, whether higher 

or lower, the cut-off frequency of the filter should be adjusted to this new condition. It is 

important to preserve all the information related to the position and orientation, and to 

eliminate as much disturbances as possible. 

The utilization of the noise canceller as a low-pass filter has the advantage of 

being easy to implement. At the same time, it just needs a single previous sample to 

perform the filtering. Therefore the output of this type of canceller is almost real time and 

its implementation is not computationally intensive or memory-demanding. 

3.3.2. Navigation under severe vibration conditions. 

Once filtered using the technique described above, the signals were introduced 

into the navigation algorithm. Navigation under severe vibration conditions was tested as 

the IMU vibrated, but without any changes to the position or the orientation. Under these 

conditions, zero velocities and the vertical position were proposed as aiding sources for 

the Kalman filter. The averages of the linear velocities under severe vibration conditions 

were zero, because there was no relative movement of the IMU. However, the instant 

velocities were different from zero and their utilization as aiding sources by the Kalman 

filter caused inaccurate results. The Kalman filter was trying to modify all state variables 

to the zero velocity condition but, in fact, the velocities were reasonably high and were 

changing dynamically over short periods of time due to vibrations. The vertical position 

was also oscillating fast when the system was vibrating, but its use as an observation 

measurement by the Kalman filter, gave realistic results and improved the accuracy 
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compared to the unaided Kalman filter. Therefore, it was concluded that the only usable 

observation measurement under severe vibration conditions could be the vertical position. 

Figure 3.12 shows the calculated errors in the position components under severe 

vibration conditions, but without any change in the position or in the orientation of the 

IMU. It should be noted that the drift in the vertical component remained small since the 

aiding source was the vertical position itself. The drift in the North and East directions 
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Figure 3.12 - Errors in the position components calculated using the 
inertial navigation system. Vertical position was the 
only aiding source utilized. 

continued increasing while the system was vibrating, since there was no aiding source 

related to their position or velocity. 
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The orientation components calculated under severe vibration conditions using 

only the vertical position as an aiding source are shown in Figure 3.13. It can be seen that 

the pitch and the roll presented some disturbances generated by the small movements due 

to the vibrations. When the vibration period ended, these disturbances disappeared, and 

the pitch and the roll returned to their pre-vibration value. 
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Figure 3.13 - Orientation angles obtained with the inertial navigation system during 
vibration conditions using the vertical position as an aiding source 

Clearly, there was minimal or no drift in these orientation angles. The azimuth orientation 

had a completely different behaviour. Vibrations did not generate a significant increment 

in the angle uncertainties, but rather a significant drift. This drift in the azimuth 

orientation was only present when the system was under severe vibration conditions. 
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Therefore, it can be concluded that this drift was generated by the parasitic signals 

produced by the severe vibration effects. In purely stationary conditions, the drift in the 

azimuth was in the order of l°/hour, while under vibration conditions it was about 

275min (24°/hour). 

The proposed method to limit the position and azimuth drifts is to stop the system 

at regular intervals and to use the zero velocity as an observation measurement (ZUPT) 

(see Section 2.5.3). Figure 3.14 shows the application of ZUPT procedure for a 

hypothetical situation when the vibration period and the stationary period were 2 minutes 

each. The vibration levels were 20g p-p for the vertical direction and 6g p-p for the two 

axes in the horizontal direction. It can be noted that the velocity components in the East 

and the North directions increased during the vibration period. When the system stopped 
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vibrating, zero velocities in the three directions were used as aiding sources, in addition 

to the vertical position. As a result, the velocities in the North and East direction were 

restored to zero and remained in this condition for the entire ZUPT period. The velocity 

in the vertical component did not follow the same pattern because the vertical position 

component was known, and was used during the whole process as an observation 

measurement. 

Figure 3.15 shows the error in the position components during the same 

hypothetical test. It can be noted that the East and the North position components 

remained shifted when the system was stationary. The position in the vertical direction 

did not drift as much as the position in the North or East directions since the aiding 

source was the vertical position itself. 
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Backward velocity error correction (see Section 2.5.3) was used to diminish the 

errors in the velocity and in the position components. Figure 3.16 shows the velocity 

components for the same test in which only ZUPT was applied. Backward velocity error 

correction substantially diminished the drift of the velocities in horizontal plane. This 

method was not applied in the vertical direction since the vertical position was used as an 

observation during the whole process. 
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Figure 3.16 - Velocity components after the application of ZUPT 
and backward velocity error correction 

The errors in the position components also decreased after the application of 

backward velocity error correction method (Figure 3.17). In the North direction, the error 
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was reduced from 1200 meters to 9 meters, and in the East direction, the error was 

reduced from 170 meters to 7 meters. The error in the vertical position remained the same 

after the application of backward velocity error correction method, and was below 1 

meter. 
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Figure 3.17 - Errors in the position components after the application 
of ZUPT and backward velocity error correction 

The azimuth was the only parameter that remained with an unreduced drift after 

the application of the Kalman filter together with the ZUPT and the backward velocity 

error correction methods. There are two factors that have to be taken into account when 
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considering this drift. The first is related to the gyroscopes and the navigation algorithm, 

the second one is related to the Kalman filter. 

Gyroscopes do not measure absolute angles, they measure angular velocities and 

their measurements along with the initial angles are used to calculate the angles after a 

certain period of time. If a parasitic signal were generated by vibration effects, it would 

be indistinguishable from a signal generated by actual rotation and therefore, the 

navigation algorithm determines that the IMU has rotated. This rotation will remain 

unreduced during the entire navigation process. When the system is again stationary, the 

gyroscopes measure the Earth rotation rate, but this information is interpreted by the 

navigation algorithm as a stationary EMU. As a consequence, the previously produced 

change in the orientation cannot be compensated and it is possible that after every 

vibration period, a new drift is added to the previous drift, thus deteriorating the accuracy 

of the azimuth calculation. 

The second reason why the drift in the azimuth cannot be compensated is related 

to the Kalman filter. The observation measurements available for this downhole 

application, vertical position and zero velocity, are not highly coupled with the azimuth 

orientation, and therefore, Kalman filter is unable to compensate this azimuth drift. An 

external azimuth reference would compensate the azimuth drift generated by the vibration 

effects, but unfortunately for this application, which employs only an IMU as a complete 

surveying system, there is no such aiding source. 

The amplitude of the previously mentioned parasitic signals generated in the 

FOGs during the vibration periods, is directly related to the vibration levels. Figure 3.18 

shows the IMU orientation components calculated in a test in which the vibration period 
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and the stationary periods were 2 minutes each. However, the vibration levels were much 

higher than in the previous test, around 40g p-p for the Z-axis and 20g p-p for the axes in 

the horizontal plane. 

Under these severe vibration conditions, there was a clear increment in the 

parasitic signals generated in the gyroscopes, or eventually in their amplitude. This 

increment is related to the optical components of the fiber optic gyroscopes. High 

vibration levels can result in mechanical stress on the fiber, which can lead to changes in 

the optical propagation constants and the fiber dimension. Additionally, Rayleigh 

backscattering [16] is also amplified under severe vibration conditions. These facts result 

in a phase difference in the photodetector, and therefore, in a change of the gyroscope 
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output, which is determined as rotation by the navigation algorithm. 

The pitch and the roll present augmented uncertainties under vibration conditions. 

This effect can be related to the fact that higher vibrations imply larger movements by the 

IMU, and this is reflected in these IMU angles. Additionally, under severe vibrations, 

there is also an increment of the uncertainties of the accelerometer outputs, and this 

manifests itself as noisier pitch and roll. After a vibration period, the accelerometers only 

measure the Earth gravity. Figure 3.18 shows that in stationary conditions, the noise 

disappeared and any possible drift generated during the vibration period was eliminated. 

Similarly to the orientation components, the position components exhibited 

incremented errors (Figure 3.19) under severe vibration conditions (40g p-p for the Z-axis 
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and 20g p-p for the axes in the horizontal plane). This also implies that parasitic signals 

were generated in the accelerometers, and suggests that the sensors change their noise 

characteristics under vibration conditions. In the latter situation, the sensor models of the 

Kalman filter would be incorrect and therefore, the filter would not reach optimal values 

in some of the navigation variables. 

In order to analyze the parasitic signals generated in the accelerometers and the 

gyroscopes, the raw output signal of these sensors were studied. Figure 3.20 shows the 

means of the gyroscopes outputs in the same experiment in which two minutes of 

stationary period was followed by two minutes of vibrations. 
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Figure 3.20 - Means of the FOG outputs under vibration and stationary 
conditions (2 minutes each) 
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It can be noted that the means of the signals were always the same in stationary 

conditions, but under vibration conditions, the generated parasitic signals modified the 

mean of the signal and therefore, this was sensed as rotations by the inertial navigation 

algorithm. The gyroscope in the y-axis measured about 0°/hour when the IMU was 

stationary, but when it was vibrating, the parasitic signals produced very high rotation 

rates, i.e. 70°/hour. As a result, the orientation calculated by the navigation algorithm 

presented a drift under vibration conditions (Figure 3.18). The correlations between the 

gyroscope outputs was analysed to determine a possible relationship of the parasitic 

signals in the three gyroscopes (Figure 3.21). Before correlating the gyroscope outputs, a 

moving averaging filter was applied to reduce some of the uncertainties. The filter order 
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was 1000 and the overlapping of the moving window was 50 % (0.5). Different filter 

orders and overlapping percentages were tested, by the degree of correlation was always 

low. This suggested that the vibration were random and independent on the different 

planes of the IMU, and since the parasitic signals generated in the gyroscopes were also 

random they induced rotation rates in random directions. 

Accelerometer outputs also exhibited a shift in their means when the IMU was 

vibrating (Figure 3.22). However, the amplitudes of these shifts, which were related to 

the amplitudes of the parasitic signals, were very small and their effect on the navigation 

algorithm was insignificant. As with the gyroscopes signals, there was no important 

correlation of the drifts in the different axes, therefore, adaptive filtering techniques could 

not be applied. 
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Since no applicable filtering technique was found, the drifts and their effects in 

the navigation algorithm had to be analysed. When considering all the factors that 

produced drift in the position components, it was found out that the drift was related to 

the vibration period (analogous to the drilling period), the stationary period (when ZUPT 

was applied) and to the vibration level. The error in the position grew while the EMU was 

vibrating. However, this is the time when the drilling process occurs, therefore, this time 

cannot be indefinitely reduced. Zero velocity update procedure requires stopping the 

drilling process, which is undesirable because increases rig-time costs. Nevertheless, 

present directional drilling processes require stopping regularly the system for station-

based surveying, and therefore, the application of ZUPT would not be disadvantageous 

when compared to the present drilling techniques. The time for reducing the velocity 

errors by the ZUPT depends on the drift of the velocities, which are a function of the 

vibration levels. Very high vibration levels would require longer ZUPT periods, but this 

can affect the azimuth orientation due to drift in the gyroscopes. 

The vibration level is related to the interaction of the drill bit with the formation. 

However, new materials, drill bit designs [49], positive-displacement motors and 

steerable systems [50], as well as new drilling techniques [51] have been developed to 

reduce the vibrations of the drillstring. It is expected that the research in these areas will 

continue, and the vibrations of the drillstring will be gradually reduced. As a 

consequence, the vibration affecting directly the IMU will be also reduced, and therefore, 

the parasitic signals in the accelerometers as well as the drift in the position will decrease. 

The drift in the azimuth was found to be related only to the vibration level, and for 

a certain vibration level, this drift increased with time. Kalman filtering techniques 
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utilizing zero velocity update and backward velocity error correction method did not 

produce substantial reduction in the azimuth drift. As previously mentioned, 

improvements in the drilling tools may reduce the vibration levels, but nevertheless, the 

utilization of a shock-absorbing housing for the IMU is proposed in this research and it 

will be described further in the thesis. 

3.4. Study of the impact of temperature and temperature gradient 

According to the LN-200 specifications [25], this IMU can perform adequately in 

the temperature range of -54 to 71 °C. However, tests utilizing various temperature 

gradients showed significant variations at the output of the inertial sensors. Figure 3.23 

shows the accelerometer outputs for two different temperature tests. In test 1, the 
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Figure 3.23 - Accelerometer outputs during two different test: 
Test 1 : temp, gradient - 10°C/min - Max temp: 75°C 
Test 2: temp, gradient ~ 1.5°C/min - Max temp: 75°C 
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temperature gradient was about 107min. The biggest effect was produced at the 

beginning of the test when the oven was at room temperature and after 7 minutes reached 

75 °C. During successive turning the oven on and off, the drift in the accelerometer 

output was considerably lower since the entire system (oven and IMU) was reaching its 

point of temperature stabilization. In the second test, the temperature gradient was lower, 

about 1.5°C/min. and the drift showed by the accelerometers was smaller, but still 

existed. These two tests confirmed that a temperature gradient produced a drift in the 

accelerometer outputs and this drift was related to the magnitude of the temperature 

gradient. 

Gyroscope outputs resulting from the same temperature tests are shown in Figure 

3.24. It can be noted that there was no significant drift in the output signals. However, 
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there was an increment in the signal noise level. This increased noise is related to the 

optical components of the gyroscopes. The performance of most of these components is 

influenced by temperature and temperature gradients, i.e., increased shot noise in the 

photodetector, thermally induced non-reciprocity in the fiber, etc [52]. 

The steady-state temperature value seemed to have a negligible effect on the 

measurements from the accelerometers. In the gyroscopes, its effect was an increment in 

the noise level without generating a significant drift and therefore, its consequence in the 

navigation algorithm could be considered minimal. However, it should be noted that 

increasing the temperature range to about 150°C could be extremely beneficial i f FOG-

based IMUs are to be universally applied for downhole drilling applications. 

3.5. Proposed housing for the developed FOG-based IMU system 

As mentioned earlier, the utilization of magnetic sensors for downhole surveying 

requires nonmagnetic drill collars to avoid magnetic interferences of different sources. 

The length of these collars is calculated according to the required accuracy, the location 

of the wellbore and the inclination angle of the well [9]. The utilization of a FOG-based 

IMU as a surveying sensor for downhole navigation does not require nonmagnetic drill 

collars. This could be very beneficial, particularly in high north latitude areas where the 

magnetic sensor has to be positioned as far as 27 meters from the drill bit [9]. The 

proposed design for an actual placement of the FOG-based IMU downhole is shown 

Figures 3.25 and 3.26. In the proposed approach, the IMU is positioned only 7 to 8 

meters from the drill bit. Figure 3.25 shows a sub with a diameter of 6.5". This sub 

allows the placement of the IMU capsule (Figure 3.27) in such way that the mud can flow 
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through an appropriate area allowing the proper work of the mud-pulse telemetry system. 

The capsule contains a cavity for the IMU and an additional cavity for shock absorbers in 

order to reduce the impact of severe vibrations on the IMU (for details about the 

dimensions of the proposed design, refer to Appendix B). 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION. 

4.1 Discussion 

In the search for an alternative to the present-day magnetic surveying sensors, 

fiber optics gyroscopes emerge as the right candidates. 

Replacing magnetometers with FOGs in horizontal drilling applications has been 

proposed only recently. In 2002, Noureldin et al. [12] suggested a dual-FOG system 

combined with three orthogonal accelerometers. Laboratory tests which utilized 

navigation-grade (drift < 0.017hour) laser ring gyroscopes, indicated that the dual-FOG 

system can provide continuous surveying for the near vertical and the radical sections of 

the well (inclination > 20°). Additionally, station-based surveying of the horizontal 

section of the well showed high accuracy under laboratory conditions. 

However, the utilization of a dual-FOG system requires a toroidal custom-made 

fiber optic gyroscope, which can be expensive to develop. Moreover, it would difficult to 

implement a dual-FOG system, especially considering the placement of the toroidal 

gyroscope, since this device has to be aligned with the tool spin axis. This could involve 

significant modifications of the present subs, as well as a new housing to protect the 

FOGs from the hostile downhole environment. 

In the present study, the utilization of a tactical-grade (drift < 17hour) FOG-based 

inertial measurement unit is suggested as an alternative to the dual-FOG approach. The 

IMU has the advantages of being commercially available at relatively low prices and is 

relatively easy to install in the present drilling tools. In addition, it is sealed and its 

placement into the current subs will not require significant changes. IMU applicability 
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downhole is likely to be enhanced with the anticipated miniaturization of these FOG-

based devices, and the improvements in their accuracy and noise characteristics. The 

laboratory testing of a tactical-grade FOG-based LMU presented in this work revealed 

that this device performed well in laboratory conditions. However, the following factors 

should be taken into account before the actual installation of a FOG-based IMU 

downhole: 

(1) In order to obtained reliable data, the inherent susceptibility of the FOG-based 

IMU to severe vibrations should be reduced, through either software or hardware 

procedures. In this study, some filtering techniques have been proposed and 

utilized, but the drift in the azimuth due to parasitic signals was still excessively 

high. It should be mentioned, however, that downhole vibrations seldom reach the 

severity of 40g, which were utilized in our testing [53, 54]. Nevertheless, a shock-

absorbing enclosure for the IMU setup would be adequate, and has been proposed 

in the present study (see Figure 3.26). Rubber cylinders on top and below the 

IMU, as well as thin rubber rings surrounding it could help reduce the vibrations 

that directly affect the device. Another factor that would have a positive impact on 

the IMU behaviour under vibration conditions is higher resolution of the FOGs. 

Higher resolution in an adequate low noise environment is beneficial for reducing 

the quantization errors, which seem to be very important under vibration 

conditions. 

(2) IMU temperature range is particularly limited by the fiberoptic gyroscope. This 

issue can be addressed by the FOG-based IMU manufacturers. However, it seems 

that for navigation and guidance applications, the presently offered range (-54 to 

71 °C) is acceptable. The oil drilling industry should call for an increased 
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temperature range and it is quite possible that this can be achieved. In order to 

make the FOG-based IMU applicable in most of the drilling sites all over the 

world, the temperature range should be extended to 150 °C. If this incremented 

temperature range is achieved, many drilling companies are likely to employ this 

technology and therefore, the IMUs cost will be reduced and their drift 

characteristics will be improved. 

Kalman filter performance is related to the aiding sources. Under severe 

vibrations, zero velocity updates and the vertical position utilized as such sources 

reduced the drifts in the position, but did not reduce the drift in the azimuth. 

Therefore other possible aiding sources should be explored. Another factor that 

suggests the utilization of a different aiding source is that the use of ZUPT can 

delay the drilling process, especially when the penetration rate is as low as 2 ft. 

per hour. In this case, stopping the drilling process every two minutes will result 

in a non-feasible procedure. 

The drift in the azimuth is related to the drift of the gyroscope outputs. In order to 

reduce it, an aiding source that is related to the azimuth orientation must be 

employed. If such aiding source were not found, the utilization of an IMU with 

better characteristics related to the drift, would be beneficial. Considering the 

ideal condition of no parasitic signal generated in the gyroscopes (i.e. the shock 

absorbers eliminating most of the vibration effects), the drift of the IMU would be 

17hour. After 100 hours of operation, the expected drift would be 100°, which is 

obviously unmanageable. 

Temperature gradients produce a drift in the accelerometer outputs, and its 

amplitude is related to the particular temperature gradient itself. In real drilling 
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conditions, the large amount of circulating mud keeps the downhole temperature 

very stable, and therefore it is expected that the accelerometers will perform 

adequately [55, 56]. However, i f the mudflow circulation does not eliminate all 

temperature fluctuations, it is possible to use ceramic paper as an insulator, which 

has a very low heat transfer coefficient. This paper is very thin (1/16") and will 

not affect the placement of the IMU in its capsule [57]. 

4.2. Conclusion 

In the present study, a complete FOG-based IMU is presented as an alternative to 

the previously proposed dual-FOG system for downhole navigation. The replacement of 

the magnetometers by this device requires the application of inertial navigation 

techniques for determining the trajectory and the position of the BHA. The alignment 

process was completed using forward linear prediction filtering techniques as an 

alternative to fine alignment through Kalman filter. Real-time navigation of this system 

in laboratory conditions was successfully demonstrated. 

The impact of external factors such as severe vibrations and temperature 

dynamics was studied. Severe vibration effects were diminished using adaptive filtering 

techniques. A shock absorbing enclosure was proposed for additional reduction of the 

vibration effects. The effect of temperature dynamics was more evident at the output of 

the accelerometers. However, the mud circulation can maintain stable temperature 

downhole and it is expected that the biases at the accelerometer outputs will not appear. 

In the fiber optic gyroscopes, the effect of temperature is reflected as an increment in the 

noise with no bias in their outputs. Therefore, temperature gradient impact on the 

navigation algorithm is expected to be minimal. 
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In summary, the utilization of a complete IMU downhole as an alternative to the 

presently used magnetic sensors is viable. It reduces the costs of the drilling tools because 

it becomes unnecessary to utilize nonmagnetic drill collars. In addition, the proposed 

approach positions the surveying sensors close to the drill bit. Improvements in the LMU 

technical aspects such as drift and temperature range could shift the future of MWD 

sensing to FOG-based IMUs. 
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NAVIGATION ALGORITHM IN ANSI C CODE. 

/* 
/* 
/* 
/* 

Navigation Algorithm in ANSI C */ 
*/ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#define FILENAME "dualdata.txt" 
#defme F I L A N A M E "result.txt" /* this file needs to be filtered */ 
#define FILENAME "aptitude.txt" /* file with the angular values */ 

short deltat,i,j; 
float 

we,a,bb,radius,e2,N,M,al,a4,a2,a5,a3,a6,pii,Rll,R12,R13,R21,R22,Pv23,R31,R32,R33,q 
l,q2,q3,q4,qtempl,qtemp2,qtemp3,qtemp4,Dq,numdata; 

fx[2],fx2[2],fy[2],fy2[2]^ 

latitude[2],longitude[2],height[2],azimuth[2],pitch[2],roll[2],azimuthl[2],pitchl[2],rolll[ 
2],dthetax[2],dthetaz[2],dthetay[2],dvl[3],dvb[3], 

thetaibb[3],thetalbb[3],thetailb[3],g[2],gl[3],omegal[4],omega2[4],omega3[4],omega4[4] 
,omegaell 1 [3],omegaell2[3],omegaell3 [3] ,omegaiel 1 [3] ,omegaiel2[3],omegaiel3 [3] ,ve[2] 
,vn[2],vu[2],VL[3],deltavl[3],wilb[3],will[3]; 

FILE *dualdata; 
FILE *result; 
FILE *aptitude; 

main () 

float 

R l l =0; 
R12 = 0; 
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R13 = 0; 
R21 =0; 
R22 = 0; 
R23 = 0; 
R31 =0; 
R32 = 0; 
R33 = 0; 
q l=0 ; 
q2 = 0; 
q3 = 0; 
q4 = 0; 
qtempl - 0; 
qtemp2 - 0; 
qtemp3 = 0; 
qtemp4 = 0; 
Dq = 0; 
numdata = 0; 
i = l ; 
fx[0] = 0; 
fx[l] = 0; 
fx2[0] = 0; 
fx2[l] =0; 
fy[0] = 0; 
fy[l] = 0; 
fy2[0] = 0; 
fy2[l] = 0; 
fz[0] =0; 
fz[l] =0; 
fz2[0] = 0; 
fz2[l] - 0; 
dvx[0] = 0; 
dvx[l] = 0; 
dvy[0] = 0; 
dvy[l] =0; 
dvz[0] = 0; 
dvz[l] = 0; 
wx[0] =0; 
wx[l] - 0 ; 
wxl[0] =0; 
wxl[ l ] =0; 
wy[0] =0; 
wy[l] = 0; 
wz[0] =0; 
wz[l] - 0 ; 
latitude[0] =0; 
latitude[l] =0; 
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longitude[0] = 0; 
longitude[l] = 0; 
height[0] = 0; 
heightfl] =0; 
azimuth[0] = 0; 
azimuth[l] =0; 
pitch[0] = -7.618536717880447e-4; 
pitchjl] =0; 
roll[0] = 1.906946740729004e-4; 
roll[l] =0; 
azimuth 1[0] =0; 
azimuthl[l] =0; 
pitchl[0] = -7.618536717880447e-4; 
pitchl[l] =0; 
rolli [0] = 1.906946740729004e-4; 
rolll[l] =0; 
dthetax[0] =0; 
dthetax[l] =0; 
dthetaz[0] =0; 
dthetazfl] =0; 
dthetay[0] =0; 
dthetayfl] =0; 
dvl[0] = 0; 
dvl[l] =0; 
dvl[2] = 0; 
dvb[0] = 0; 
dvb[l] - 0 ; 
dvb[2] = 0; 
thetaibb[0] =0; 
thetalbbfl] =0; 
thetailb[2] =0; 
g[0] = 0; 
g[l] =0; 
gl[0] =0; 
gl[l] =0; 
gl[2] - 0; 
omegal[0] =0; 
omegal[l] =0; 
omegal [2] = 0; 
omegal[3] =0; 
omega2[0] = 0; 
omega2[l] =0; 
omega2[2] = 0; 
omega2[3] = 0; 
omega3[0] = 0; 
omega3[l] =0; 



omega3[2] = = 0; 
omega3[3] = = 0; 
omega4[0] = = 0; 
omega4[l] = = 0; 
omega4[2] = = 0; 
omega4[3] = = 0; 
omegaelll[0] = 0; 
omegaelll[l] : = 0; 
omegaelll[2] : = 0; 
omegaell2[0]: = 0; 
omegaell2[l] = = 0; 
omegaell2[2] = = 0; 
omegaell3[0]: = 0; 
omegaell3[l] --= 0; 
omegaell3[2]: = 0; 
omegaiell[0] : = 0; 
omegaiell[l] : = 0; 
omegaiell[2] : = 0; 
omegaiel2[0]: = 0; 
omegaiel2[l] --= 0; 
omegaiel2[2] = = 0; 
omegaiel3[0]: = 0; 
omegaiel3[l] = = 0; 
omegaiel3[2]: = 0; 
ve[0] = 0; 
ve[l] =0; 
vn[0] = 0; 
vn[l] =0; 
vu[0] = 0; 
vu[l] =0; 
VL[0] = 0 
VL[1] =0 
VL[2] = 0 
deltavl[0] =C 1; 
deltavl[l] =C ); 
deltavl[2] =C I; 
wilb[0] = 0 
wilb[l] = 0 
wilb[2] = 0 
will[0] = 0; 
will[l] =0; 
will[2] = 0; 

/********** definition of the variables *************/ 
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we = 7.291597763887421e-5; 
a = 6378137; 
radius = 6.3674446570500001 e6; 
e2 =6.694380035512815e-3; 
al =9.7803267715; 
a4 = -0.000003087691089; 
a2 = 0.0052790414; 
a5 = 0.000000004397731; 
a3 = 0.0000232718; 
a6 = 0.000000000000721; 
pii = 3.14159265358979323; 
deltat=l; 

dualdata = fopen ("dualdata2.txt","r"); 
result = fopen("result.txt","w"); 
aptitude = fopen("aptitude.txt","w"); 

/* program */ 

j - 0 ; 

numdata = 0; 

while (numdata <5977) 

{ 

numdata++; 
if (J ==0) 

{ 

fscanf(dualdata, "%f\t %f\t %f\t %f\t %f\t %f\n", &wx[i-l],&wy[i-
1 ] ,&wz[i-1 ] ,&fx[i-1 ] ,&fy[i-1 ] ,&fz[i-1 ]); 
latitude[0] = 51.0794278 * pii 1180; 
longitude[0] = -114.132858 * pii 1180; 
height[0] = 1106.6; 
ve[0] =0; 
vn[0] =0; 

/* earth rotation rate */ 
/* semi mayor earth's axis */ 

/* mean radius of earth */ 
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vu[0] =0; 

fx[i] = (x[i] + 0.00182)* (1 - 0.00041); 
fx2[i] = fx[i] * fx[i]; 
fy[i] = (fy[i] - 0.00095)* (1-0.00063); 
fy2[i] = fy[i] * fy[i]; 
fz[i] = (fz[i] + 0.00174)* (1-0.00036); 
fz2[i] = fz[i] * fz[i]; 
wxl[i] =wx[l] + 0.000096; 
dvx[i] = fx[i]*deltat; 
dvy[i] = fy[i]*deltat; 
dvz[i] = fz[i]*deltat; 

wy[i] = wy[i] - (0.0000203 * pii/180); 
wz[i] =wz[i] -(0.0001198 * pii/180); 
wx[i] =wx[i] +(0.0001566 * pii/180); 

R l 1= cos(azimuth[0])*cos(roll[0])+ 
sin(azimuth[0])*sin(pitch[0])*sin(roll[0]); 

R l 2= sin(azimuth[0])*cos(pitch[0]); 
R l 3= cos(azimuth[0])*sin(roll[0])-

sin(azimuth[0])*sin(pitch[0])*sin(roll[0]); 

R21=-
sin(azimuth[0])*cos(roll[0])+cos(azimuth[0])*sin(pitch[0])*sin(roll[0]); 

R22= cos(azimuth[0])*cos(pitch[0]); 
R23=-sin(azimuth[0])*sin(roll[0])-

cos(azimuth[0])*sin(pitch[0])*cos(roll[0]); 

R31=-l*cos(pitch[0])*sin(roll[0]); 
R32= sin(pitch[0]); 
R33= cos(pitch[0])*cos(roll[0]); 

/******** define the quaternion *********/ 

q4 = 0.5 * sqrt (1 + R l 1 + R22 + R33); 
ql = 0.25 * (R32 - R23) / q4; 
q2 = 0.25 * (R13 -R32)/q4; 
q3 = 0.25 * (R21 -R12)/q4; 
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g[0] = 

al*(l+(a2*(pow(sin(latimde[0]),2)))+a3*(pow(sin(lauìude[0]),4)))+ 
(a4+a5*(pow(sin(latitude[0]),2))) * height[0] 

+(a6*pow(height[0],2)); 

fprintf(result,"%f\t %f\t %f\n",height[i-l], latitude[i-l]* 180/pii, 
longitude[i-l]*180/pii); 

fprintf(aptitude,"%At %f\t %f\n",pitch[i-l], roll[i-l], azimuth[i-l]); 

\ 

else 

{ 
fscanf(dualdata, "%f\t %f\t %f\t %f\t %f\t %f\n", 

&wx[i],&wy[i],&wz[i],&fx[i],&fy[i],&fz[i]); 

fx[i] = (x[i] + 0.00182)* (1 - 0.00041); 
fx2[i] = fx[i] * fx[i]; 
fy[i] = (fy[i] - 0.00095)* (1-0.00063); 
fy2[i] = fy[i]*fy[i]; 
fz[i] = (fz[i] + 0.00174)* (1-0.00036); 
fz2[i] = fz[i] * fz[i]; 
wxl[i]=wx[l] +0.000096; 
dvx[i] = fx[i]*deltat; 
dvy[i] = fy[i]*deltat; 
dvzfi] = fz[i]*deltat; 

wy[i] =wy[i] -(0.0000203 * pii/180); 
wz[i] =wz[i] -(0.0001198 * pii/180); 
wx[i] =wx[i] +(0.0001566 * pii/180); 

N = a / sqrt (1 - e2 * sin (latitude[i-l]) * sin(latitude[i-l])); 
M = a*(l -e2)/pow((l - e2*sin(latitude[i-l]) * sin(latitude[i-l])),1.5); 

/******** determine the inclination angle *********/ 

pitchl[i] = atan(fy[i]/sqrt(fx2[i]+fz2[i])); 
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rolll[i] = atan(-l*fx[i]/fz[i]); 

/******* determine the synthetic rotation rate signals wx and wy ********/ 

dthetax[i-l] = wx [i-1] * deltat; 
dthetaz[i-l] = wz [i-1] * deltat; 
dthetay[i-l] = wy [i-1] * deltat; 

/******** determine the vector of measurements velocity increments *******/ 

dvb[0]=dvx[i-l]; 
dvb[l] = dvy[i-l]; 
dvb[2] =dvz[i-l]; 

/******* determine the vector of angular velocity increments ********/ 

thetaibb[0] = dthetax[i-l]; 
thetaibb[l] = dthetay[i-l]; 
thetaibb[2] = dthetaz[i-l]; 

/******** determine the effect of Earth rotation and the L-frame change of 
orientation ********/ 

will[0] = -1 * vn[i-l]/(M+height[i-l]); 
will[l] = (ve[i-l]/(N+height[i-l])) + we*cos(latitude[i-l]); 
will[2] = (ve[i-l]*tan(latitude[i-l])/(N + height[i-l]))+ we*sin(latitude[i-

wi lb[0]=Rll * will[0]+R21 *will[ l] + R31 * will[2]; 
wilb[l] = R12 * will[0] + R22 * will[l] + R32 * will[2]; 
wilb[2] = R13 * will[0] + R23 * will[l] + R33 * will[2]; 

thetailb[0] = wilb[0] * deltat; 
thetailb[l] = wilb[l] * deltat; 
thetailb[2] = wilb[2] * deltat; 

thetalbb[0] = thetaibb[0] - thetailb[0]; 
thetalbb[l] = thetaibb[l] - thetailb[l]; 
thetalbb[2] = thetaibb[2] - thetailb[2]; 

omegal[0] = 0; 
omegal[l] = thetalbb[2]; 
omegal[2] = -1 * thetalbb[l]; 
omegal[3] =thetalbb[0]; 
omega2[0] = -1* thetalbb[2]; 
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omega2[l] = 0; 
omega2[2] = thetalbb[0]; 
omega2[3] = thetalbb[l]; 
omega3[0] = thetalbb[l]; 
omega3[l] = -l*thetalbb[0]; 
omega3[2] = 0; 
omega3[3] = thetalbb[2]; 
omega4[0] = 4*thetalbb[0]; 
omega4[l] = -l*thetalbb[l]; 
omega4[2] = -l*thetalbb[2]; 
omega4[3^ = 0; 

/******** temporary quaternion vector *********/ 

qtempl = ql + 
0.5 * (omega 1 [ 0] * q 1 +omega 1 [ 1 ] * q2+omega 1 [2] * q3+omega 1 [ 3 ] * q4) ; 

qtemp2 = q2 + 
0.5*(omega2[0]*ql+omega2[l]*q2+omega2[2]*q3+omega2[3]*q4); 

qtemp3 = q3 + 
0.5 * (omega3 [0] *q 1 +omega3 [ 1 ] * q2+omega3 [2] *q3+omega3 [ 3 ] * q4) ; 

qtemp4 = q4 + 
0.5*(omega4[0]*ql+omega4[l]*q2+omega4[2]*q3+omega4[3]*q4); 

q l = qtempl; 
q2 = qtemp2; 
q3 = qtemp3; 
q4 = qtemp4; 

Dq = 1 - (pow(ql,2)) - (pow(q2,2)) - (pow(q3,2)) - (pow(q4,2)); 

ql = ql * (1 + (Dq / 2)); 
q2 = q2 * (1 +(Dq/2)); 
q3 = q3 * (1 + (Dq I 2)); 
q4 = q 4 * ( l +(Dq/2)); 

/******** determine the transformation matrix R_b_l ********/ 

R l 1 = pow(ql,2) - pow(q2,2) - pow(q3,2) + pow(q4,2); 
R12 = 2 * ( q l *q2-q3 *q4); 
R13 = 2 * ( q l *q3 + q2*q4); 

R 2 1 = 2 * ( q l *q2 + q3*q4); 
R22 = -l*(pow(ql,2)) + pow(q2,2) - pow(q3,2) + pow(q4,2); 
R23 = 2 * (q2 * q3 - q l * q4); 



R31 = 2 * (ql * q3 - q2 * q4); 
R32 = 2 * (q2 * q3 + ql * q4); 
R33 = -1 * (pow(ql,2)) - pow(q2,2) + pow(q3,2) + pow(q4,2); 

pitch[i] = atan (R32/sqrt(pow(R12,2) + pow(R22,2))); 
roll[i] = atan ( -1 * (R311R33)); 
azimuth[i] = - (atan (-1 * R12 IR22)) + (97.675 * pii /180); 

R l 1 = cos(azimuth[i-l])*cos(rolll[i-l])+sin(azimuth[i-l])*sin(pitchl[i-
l])*sin(rolll[i-l]); 

R12 = sin(azimuth[i-l])*cos(pitchl[i-l]); 
R13 = cos(azimuth[i-l])*sin(rolll[i-l])-sin(azimuth[i-l])*sin(pitchl[i-

l])*cos(rolll[i-l]); 

R21 = -sin(azimuth[i-1 ])*cos(roll 1 [i-1 ])+cos(azimuth[i-1 ])*sin(pitch 1 [i-
l])*sin(rolll[i-l]); 

R22 = cos(azimuth[i-l])*cos(pitchl[i-l]); 
R23 = -l*sin(azimuth[i-l])*sin(rolll[i-l])-cos(azimuth[i-l])*sin(pitchl[i-

l])*cos(rolll[i-l]); 

R31 = -l*cos(pitchl[i-l])*sin(rolll[i-l]); 
R32 = sin(pitchl[i-1]); 
R33 = cos(pitchl[i-l])*cos(rolll[i-l]); 

/******* determine the magnitude of the normal gravity vector ********/ 

g[i] = al*(l+(a2*(pow(sin(latitude[i-l]),2))+a3*(pow(sin(latitude[i-
11),4))))+ 

(a4+a5*(pow(sin(latitude[i-l]),2))) * height[i-l] + 
a6*(pow(height[i-1 ] ,2)); 

/******** define the gravity vector ********/ 

gl[0] = 0; 
gl[l] = 0; 
gl[2] = -g[i]; 

/******* define the Skew-Symmetric matrix for the L-frame change of 
orientation ********/ 

omegaiell[0] = 0; 
omegaiell[l] = -1 * we * sin(latitude[i-l]); 
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omegaiell[2] = we * cos(latitude[i-l]); 
omegaiel2[0] = we * sin(latitude[i-l]); 
omegaiel2[l] = 0; 
omegaiel2[2] = 0; 
omegaiel3[0] = -1 * we * cos(latitude[i-l]); 
omegaiel3[l] = 0; 
omegaiel3[2] = 0; 

/******* define the skew-Symmetric matrix for earth rotation *******/ 

omegaelll [0] = 0; 
omegaelll [1] = -1 * ve [i-1] * tan(latitude[i-l])/(N + height [i-1]); 
omegaelll [2] = ve[i-l] I (N + height[i-l]); 
omegaell2 [0] = ve[i-l] * tan(latitude[i-l]) I (N + height[i-l]); 
omegaell2 [1] =0; 
omegaell2 [2] = vn[i-l] I (M + height[i-l]); 
omegaell3 [0] = -1 * ve[i-l] / (N + height[i-l]); 
omegaelB [1] = -1 * vn[i-l] I (M + height[i-l]); 
omegaelB [2] = 0; 

dvl[0]= R l 1 * dvb[0] + R12 * dvb[l] + R13 * dvb[2]; 
dvl[l]= R21 * dvb[0] + R22 * dvb[l] + R23 * dvb[2]; 
dvl[2]= R31 * dvb[0] + R32 * dvb[l] + R33 * dvb[2]; 

/******* Determine the earth velocity components **********/ 

deltavl[0] = dvl[0] - ((2*omegaiell[0]+omegaelll[0]) * (VL[0]) + 
(2*omegaiell[l]+omegaelll[l]) * (VL[1]) + 
(2*omegaiell[2]+omegaelll[2]) * (VL[2])) * deltat 

+ gl[0] * deltat; 

deltavl[l] = dvl[l] - ((2*omegaiel2[0]+omegaell2[0]) * (VL[0]) + 
(2*omegaiel2[l]+omegaell2[l]) * (VL[1]) + 
(2*omegaiel2[2]+omegaell2[2]) * (VL[2])) * deltat 

+ gl[l] * deltat; 

deltavl[2] = dvl[2] - ((2*omegaieB[0]+omegaelB[0]) * (VL[0]) + 
(2*omegaieB[l]+omegaelB[l]) * (VL[1]) + 
(2*omegaiel3[2]+omegaell3[2]) * (VL[2])) * deltat 

+ gl[2] * deltat; 

ve[i] = deltavl[0] * deltat + ve[i-l]: 
vn[i] = deltavl[l] * deltat + vn[i-l] 
vu[i] = deltavl[2] * deltat + vu[i-l] 
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VL[0] = ve[i]; 
VL[l]=vn[i] ; 
VL[2]=vu[i]; 

/******** determine the position components ********/ 

height[i] = height [i-1] + (0.5 * (vu[i] + vu[i-l]) * deltat); 
latitude[i] = latitude [i-1] + (0.5 *(vn[i] + vn[i-l]) * deltat)/(M + height[i-

i]); 
longitude[i] = longitude [i-1] + (0.5* (ve[i] + ve[i-l]) * deltat)/((N + 

height[i-l]) * cos(latitude[i-l])); 

fprintf(result,"%f\t %f\t %f\n",height[i], latitude[i]* 180/pii, 
longitude[i]*180/pii); 

fprintf(aptitude,"%f\t %f\t %f\n",pitch[i], roll[i], azimuth[i]); 

/ "i- -i- *i" *h update the values / 

latitude[i-l] = latitude[i]; 
roll[i-l] =roll[i]; 
pitch[i-l] = pitch[i]; 
azimuth[i-l] = azimuth[i]; 
height[i-l] =height[i]; 
longitude[i-l] = longitude[i]; 
pitchl[i-l] =pitchl[i]; 
roll 1 [i-1] = rolli [i]; 

dthetax[i-l] = dthetax[i]; 
dthetaz[i-l] = dthetaz[l]; 
dthetay[i-l] = dthetay[l]; 

dvx[i-l] = dvx[i]; 
dvy[i-l] =dvy[ij; 
dvz[i-l] = dvz[i]; 

dthetax[i-l] = dthetax[i]; 
dthetay[i-l] = dthetay[i]; 
dthetaz[i-l] = dthetaz[i]; 

vu[i-l] = vu[i]; 
vn[i-l] = vn[i]; 
ve[i-l] = ve[i]; 

gi[i-i] =gi[i]; 



g[i-i] = g[i]; 

wx[i-l] =wx[i]; 
wy[i-l]=wy[i]; 
wz[i-l] = wz[i]; 
fx[i-l] = fx[i]; 
fy[i-i] = fy[i]; 
fz[i-l] = fz[i]; 
fx2[i-l] = fx2[i]; 
fy2[i-l] = fy2[i]; 
fz2[i-l] = fz2[i]; 
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APPENDIX B 





Figure B.2 - IMU sub (dimensions of the proposed design) 



Figure B.3 - IMU capsule, perspective view 
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Figure B.5 - IMU Capsule lid 
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